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Where do snails sleep at night? What about sharks or frogs or snakes? God has a place for each

one. And of course he has a special sleeping place for children! This is a Level One I Can Read!

book, which means itâ€™s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences. It aligns

with guided reading level F and will be of interest to children Pre-K to 3rd grade. Â  .
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This is such a wonderful story, I give that 5 stars!!!!Though I have never seen the actual book but I

have to imagine that it is a more pleasant experience. My kids will understand the story but the

illustrations are a bit hard to see and the text does not always match the illustration.Love, Love this

story! I think I will find it on paper.

This book is a delightful read when you are getting your little one "snug"-gled in for the night! Add a

few stuffed animals in with your reading time and you'll enjoy the response from your children. My

kids love to be tucked in with their bears, fish, and other beanies that happen to be in this story!

Unlike some of the other bedtime books - I still enjoy it after the 50th time. One word of warning: you

may find yourself scouring the shelves of local stuffed animal stores for all of the critters that you



find in the story line! Enjoy!

This is an ok young children's book but it was a surprise to discover that the end is very explicitly

Christian. That's the sort of thing I would like to learn about in the book description. Given the

overall quality of the book and that unexpected turn at the end, I wish I could get my money back.

Not what I am looking for from the I Can Read series.

Author Amy Imbody and artist Mike Gordon successfully collaborate to combine clear word pictures

and humorous illustrations in Snug As A Bug?, a 24-page picturebook story about a child who

decides not to sleep in his own bed. His mother narrates some of the different ways animals sleep

and why it's best for God's child to sleep "snug as a bug" in their own bed. An ideal and very highly

recommended bedtime book for ages 4 to 6.

My first son received a copy of this from his preschool years ago, If I recall the author came to read

it at the school. He's too old for mom to read to him now, but this was one of his favorites when I

did. We read it so many times that we made a game out of whether I could read it without looking at

the book! (I did) This book was our 'last book of the night' and I still recall tucking him in with a "kiss

and a hug" each night.Delightful, wonderful book, that was just fun to read.Highly recommend :-)

I purchased this as an easy reader for my 5 year old. I was pleasantly surprised to find after

purchase that it was Christian based. I loved the use of scripture at the end and will be on the look

out for more like these.

Amy Imbody captures the imagination and creativity of a great mother tucking her cherished child

into bed. It is simply fun to read with my little ones tucked under arm. The book ends on a heavenly

note desired by every parent at bedtime. Wonderful!

A sweet story about all the different ways to be tucked in with a Christian theme. The pictures and

text on this Kindle version are very small, some work should be done to better format it for Kindle

reading.
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